For Once In My Life

Chord Melody Style

Outline format: You have to add some repeated and other little melody tones here and there

1. For once in my life I have someone who needs me,
2. For once in my life I won't let sorrow hurt me,

someone I've needed so long

For

not like it's hurt me before

For

once, unafraid, I can go where life leads me and
once I have something I know won't desert me,

somehow, I know I'll be strong

For

I'm not alone anymore

For
once I can touch what my heart used to dream of
once I can say, "This is mine, you can't take it,"

long before I knew

someone warm like you would

make my dreams come true, For
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long as I know I have love, I can make it. For

once in my life I have some-one who needs

Bb double pedal with inner lines..............
(This is enough to make you want to learn to read music)

me.________________

(other rhythmic variation are possible)
CHORD MELODY STYLE - FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE by Orlando Murden

Outline format:
You have to add some repeated, & other little melody tones here & there

[Dorothy's handwritten annotations on the music score]